10 Minute Plays
(March 3rd)

The Career Cluster Test
Written by
Justin Anderson

Performers
Ticket Officer - Amanda Jackson
Officer Rekel - Abby Elfner
Lakatan - Kai Martin
Stage Directions - Miles Latham

Little Things
Written by
Abby Bulger

Performers
Jamie - Emery Todd
Sophie - Caitlin Compton
Stage Directions - Miles Latham

The Amazing Adventures of Landmine-Man
Written by
Nick Suchomel

Performers
Landmine-Man - Lucas Martin
Marky - Mia Guzman
Morgov - Kai Martin
Tessa - Amanda Jackson
Bessa - Marta Toledo Alcarraz
Random Person - Abby Elfner
Stage Directions - Miles Latham

Intermission (10 minutes)

Will I See You Again?
Written by
Caitlin Compton

Performers
James - Tyler Osmond
Storm - Emery Todd
Bartholomew - Mia Guzman
Stage Directions - Miles Latham

Cosmic Clock
Written by
Ethan Johnson

Performers
Casey - Mia Guzman
The Owl - Caitlin Compton
Gianno - Abby Bulger
Stage Directions - Miles Latham

Weeding Out the Competition
Written by
Ashton Rose

Performers
X - Abby Elfner
K - Caitlin Compton
Brendan - Lucas Martin
Stage Directions - Miles Latham
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One Act Plays
(March 4th)

The Human Library
Written by
Ivory Dove

Performers
Nivia - Birdie Keller
Ara - Corinne Byus
Kes - Matthew Brodsky
Nel - Marta Toledo Alcarraz
Asat - MC Nienow
Stage Directions - Miles Latham

Intermission (10 minutes)

Everything is Kind of Unraveling
Written by
Birdie Keller

Performers
Alice - Emery Todd
Mel - MC Nienow
Mory - Matthew Brodsky
Stage Directions - Miles Latham

Entropy or Something
Written by
Emery Todd

Performers
Demarcus - Matthew Brodsky
Evie - Mia Guzman
Alex - Abby Elfner
Mathus - MC Nienow
Ms Vega/Silas - Amanda Jackson
Wade - Tyler Osmond
Stage Directions - Miles Latham
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